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The game of three-dimensional Life, a cellular automaton th at exhibits
in three dimensions properties similar t o John Conway 's famous two-dimen
sional game, was discovered in 1986. Four "life supporting" rules in th e cubic
universe have been found. T hese are Life 4555, Life 5766, Life 5655, and Life
6855. The first two numbers give the range of living neighbor cells permitted
for a currently live cell to remain so; t he second pair gives the range of t he
number of neighbor cells required to bring a cur rent ly dead cell to life. Thus,
4555 means that a living cell must to uch 4 or 5 live cells to remain alive and
a dead cell must touch exact ly 5 to become alive. Conway's rule is 2333.

Each of these rules supports one or more gliders (t ranslating oscillators),
some of which are easy to discover and others which are quite rare, turning up
only aft er a consider able number of random "primord ial soup" experiments
have been performed. Here we present four newly discovered gliders- two for
Life 5655 and two for Life 4555. The discovery of more gliders for Life 5655
is par t icularly surprising because this ru le appears just barely to sustain life;
that is, almost all primordial soup experiments tend to thin out quite rapidly
and leave little or no residue (see [5]). The discovery of new gliders for Life
4555 is rather gratifying because this was the first three-dimensional life ru le
found and in many ways is still the most fascinating.

The discovery of these four new gliders would probab ly not have occurred
without th e use of "symmetric primordial soup ." Figur e 1 shows the various
types of symmetry that have been imposed up on small, ot herwise random
initial cell configurations (roughly 8 x 10 x 10 in volum e), which were placed
in the center of a large, ot herwise empty uni verse (about 45 x 45 x 45) .
Gliders were discovered by perform ing experiments until some configurat ion
hit the edge of the universe (see [4] for details) , checking its signature (see
[3]) to find out if it had appeared before, and writ ing it to a file if it was new.
T hese experiments were all performed on a DECstat ion 3100.

The two new Life 4555 gliders are illustrated in Figure 2 along with their
signatures . T he two gliders are similar, with differences appearing only in
the "tail sect ions." To discover t hese two gliders we used the ini tial pri
mordi al symmetry shown in Figure 1(7). Even with symmetric primordial
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Figure 1: Various types of "symmetric primordial soup" were em
ployed. Usually the initial configurat ions occupied about an 8 x 8 x 10
area at th e center of a 45 x 45 x 45 universe. Here in (1) through (8),
a slice from a typical configuration shows the particular type of sym
metry utili zed. In (9) we see a three-dimensional configuration that is
symmetric about a long diagonal through th e cubic universe. So far,
experiments run with thi s type of symmetry have yielded no gliders.

soup experiments t hese gliders are ext remely rare obj ect s, requiring about
one million expe riments before appearing .

The new Life 5655 glier (Figure 3) is likewise a very rare obj ect , requ iring
the pr imordial symmet ry shown in Figure 1(8) to show itself. The peculiar
5655 glider illustrated in Figure 4 has the unusu al per iod of seven and seems
to st ruggle particularl y hard in ord er to get anywhere , having moved only one
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Figure 2: The two new gliders for Life 4555 are similar. They differ
only in their "tail sections," their periods, and their signatures (see
[3]). The small number at the right gives the current count of live
cells.

diagonal cell after its seven-genera tion cycle. It s primordi al soup experiments
requi red th e symmetry illustrated in Figur e 1(6). It appears to be more
common than the oth er th ree gliders pictured ; nevertheless, it is unlikely
tha t any of these gliders would have been discovered in a reasonab le t ime by
ut ilizing st rict ly random primordi al soup.

Summ ary of gliders

All gliders discovered to date are depicted in Figur e 5. The two origina l
gliders , discovered in 1986 (see [1] and [2]), are the 4555 and 5766 gliders at
the top. The oth ers required symmetric soup to be ferr eted out , except for
the period-eight 5766 (see [4]), the period- t hree 6855, and the small period
two 6855 (see [6]). Nevertheless, wit hout the use of symmetric soup these
three make their appearances much less frequently than the two at the top
of the figure .
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Figure 3: One of the new Life 5655 gliders has a period of 4, after
which it has moved a distance of three units in the direction shown.
Below each phase is the signat ure; at the right we see the glider from
another view.

Depicted at the bottom are the gliders for two games of Life in a uni
verse of dense packed spheres . Since th ese gliders were discovered without
symmet ric soup experiments , it is possible that further experiment at ion with
var iet ies of symmetry might yield some more complex gliders for one or both
of these rules.

For each glider in Figur e 5 two views are given. The parent heses cont ain
the period followed by the relative movement accomplished by one period .
(T he edge of a cubic cell is considered to be unit length, as is the diameter of
a spherical cell.) The gliders depicted here represent all th at have turned up
afte r millions of experiments have been performed for each Life rule using all
of the different types of symmetry depicted in Figur e 1. This is not to imply
that no others exist . To discover t he scarce and rare gliders, we used a 1991
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Figur e 4: This peculiar Life 5655 glider has a period of 7, after which
it has moved a distance of v'2 as shown. This glider was foun d by
start ing experiments wit h random symmetric soup of the type shown
in Figure 1(6). Below each ph ase is the signature (u * v means that
the digit v appears u t imes) .
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Figure 5: Here we show all three-dimensional Life gliders known to
dat e, Two views for each are shown. The numbers in parentheses give
the period and the dist an ce moved after one period ; the arrow shows
the direction, Gliders below the dotted line run under Life games
defined in the uni verse of dense packed spheres, where each cell has
twelve touching neighbors. These three sphere-base d gliders show up
frequent ly in random soup experiments with no symmet ry impo sed.
A unit length is defined as the edge of a cube or the diameter of a
sphere ,
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progr am wit h a 50x speed improvem ent over the origin al (1986) program.
Perhap s anothe r 50x improvem ent will yield some exot ic new glide rs-or
possibly anothe r t hree-dimensional game of Life.
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